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Abstract
We prove that a multifunction associated with the set of solutions of Lipschitzian quantum stochastic differential inclusion

SDI) admits a selection continuous from some subsets of

complex numbers to the space of the matrix elements of adapted weakly absolutely continuous
quantum stochastic processes. In particular, we show that the solution set map as well as the
reachable set of the QSDI admit some continuous representations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the problems of continuous selections of multivalued solution maps
of quantum stochastic differential inclusions in integral form, given by
X(t)

E

a

t
10 E (s, X (s)) d A, (s) + F (s, X (s)) dAf (s)

+G(,sX(s))dA+(s)+H(sX(s))ds,
almostall
9

tE[OT]. (1.1)

QSDI 1.1) is understood in the framework of the Hudson and Parthasarathy 1984) formulation
of Boson quantum stochastic calculus. In the notations and definitions of various spaces of
stochastic processes introduced in the work of Ekhaguere 1992), the coefficients EFGH,
2 Q0, T x A),,,,,,, where A is a locally convex space and (0, a) E [0, T] x A is a fixed
lie in LI.,
point. The maps f ; g, 7r appealing in (1.1) lie in some suitable function spaces. The integrators
A,, A+
9 and Af are the gauge, creation and annihilation processes associated with the basic
field operators of quantum field theory. As in our previous works (Ayoola (2003a, 2003b, 2001))
concerning some approximation of the reachable sets and solutions of

SDI (1.1), we consider

the equivalent form of (1.1) given by
d < 77, X (t) >
dt
X (0

E

P (t, X (t)) (7,

= a,

t E [0, Tj

(1.2)

Inclusion (1.2) is a nonclassical ordinary differential inclusion and the map (q, ) -- P(t, x) (q,
is a multivalued sesquilinear form on B(DE)2 for (t, x) E [0, T] x A. We refer the reader to
the works of Ekhaguere 1992, 1995, 1996) for the explicit forms of the map and the existence
results for solutions of

SDI (1.1) of Lipschitz, hypermaximal monotone and of evolution types.

We follow the fundamental concepts and structures as in the references by employing the locally
convex space A of noncommutative stochastic processes whose topology is generated by the family of seminorms I jxjj,7C = I < q, x >

x E A, q,

E BOEJ. Here, as usual, the underlying

elements of A consist of linear maps from DOE into

0 F(L2 (R+)) having domains of their

adjoints containing DOE. In particular, the spaces L,

L-,,jR+),
LP,(I
Y'I
lo x A) for a
fixed Hilbert space -y are being adopted as in the above references.
In what follows, we consider

SDI 1.2) where the map x -

P(tx)(77,) is Lipschitzian

with values that are closed (not necessarily convex nor bounded) subsets of the field of complex
numbers. The point a ranges in a subset A of

such that the set A77,)

= <,qa > a E Al

is compact in 1T.
We denote by S(T (a) the map that assigns to each point a E A, the set of solutions of
(1.2) and prove a continuous selection theorem from the map S(T (a) q, ) where
S(T) (a)

<

4)(.) > ,DE S(T (a)

2

SDI

An important consequence of our main result is that the set map <

,a >

S(T) (a)

R(T) (a)

7,0, where

can

be continuously represented in the

g(< n, a >

= S(T (a) q,

Similar result holds for the case of the map from < , a > to the set
R (T)

E

R(T) (a)l

is the set of complex numbers associated with the reachable set
R (T)(a) = 14)(T)III) E ST)(a)}
of QSDI (1.1) at time T (see our previous work Ayoola (2003b) for details).
Our results in this work are extensions of the results of Cellina and Ornelas 1992) to the
present noncommutative quantum setting involving inclusions in certain locally convex spaces.
We adapt the arguments employed in the reference to conform with our noncommutative stochastic analysis.
Problems of co ntinuous selections of classical differential inclusions have attracted considerable attention in the literature. Some selection results at the classical setting can be found
in the works of Cellina 1988), Aubin and Cellina 1984), Ryszkowski 1983), Antosiewicz and
Cellina 1975), Colombo et al 1991) and the book by Repovs and Semenov 1998). As shown
in the work of Cellina and Ornelas

1992) selection results have been used to show that the

solution set - map and the attainable set admit some continuous parameterizations. Broucke
and Arapostathis 2001) have established the existence of a continuous selection from the set of
solutions that interpolates a given finite set of trajectories of Lipschitz differential inclusion.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we outline some fundamental
definitions, notations and results concerning the selection results. Section 3 is devoted to the
establishment of the main results of the paper.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We shall employ the following notations in what follows. If

is a topological space, then

clos(Ar) (resp. comp(Ar) ) denotes the collection of all nonempty closed (resp. compact) subsets
of Ar. We shall employ the Hausdorff topology on clos(,)

as explained in Ekhaguere (I 992).

We denote by oA, B) the Hausdorff distance between the sets A, B in clos((T). The distance
d(x, A) of a point x from a set A E cs(0) is defined by
d(x, A) = infJJx - al

a E Al.

We denote by 1, the interval [0, TJ and the characteristic function of a subset E of I by XEAs explained in Ekhaguere 1992), we consider the space wac(.)
3

the completion of the locally

convex space (Ad(.)waci
E

where the topology "'

7c)

is generated by the family of seminorms

D&E} defined for each D E Ad(A),,,,ac by
14 1 7C = 114 (0) 117 +Id<

10

Associated with wac(,),

q, cD(s) > Ids.

ds

we define for arbitrary 7

E DOE, the space of complex valued

functions
wac(A)(,q,

< 77,4)(-) > /-) E wac(A)I.

We remark that each element N&)

> of wac(.A)(,q,)

is an absolutely continuous

complex valued function on the interval [0, T]. We assume that A is a subset of A such that the
set of complex numbers
A(,q,6 = f<,qa >
is compact in 0 with diameter D

Furthermore, the map (t,

)

a

sup
IX
VI-,'YEA(,?,C)
x)(77, ) appearing in

P(t,

E

Al

1.2) is assumed to satisfy the following

conditions.

S(j) The values of P (t, x) (,q,

are nonempty closed, subsets of the field T

of complex num-

bers.

S(ii) The map t --> P (t, x) (n,

is measurable.

S(iii) There exists a map KP
?7

[0, Tj

R+

p(P(t,x)(,q,

P(t,

for t E [0, T], and for each pair x,

lying in L'

y)(,q,

lo

, [O, T]) such that

< K'

77

(t)jjx - yjj,7

y E A.

S(i,) There exists a stochastic process Y : [0, Tj
d

t -- d

<

t)

lying in Ad

> P(t'

such that the map

Y(t)) (7,

Ot
lies in L 10C [, T]).

From the result of Ekhaguere
(1.1)

1992), it is known that under the conditions S)

to Si,),

admits at least one adapted weakly absolutely continuous solution for each a E A.

denote the set of all such solutions, with the topology of wac(')

To prove our main result in Section 3

by S(T (a).

we need an important notion of partition of unity.

4

SDI
We

Definition 21

Let A be a subset of A such that for arbitrary elements q,

E DOE, the

set A R, ) is compact in the field of complex numbers.
Let QijiEj be an open covering for A(,q, ) with a finite open subcovering fQi}, i = 1 2
A family of functions

i(-) I, i = 1,2...,rn defined on A(,q,)

M.

is called a Lipschitzian partition

of unity subordinated to the finite subcovering if:
(i) Pi(-) is Lipschitzian for all i = 1 2 ... m. That is, there exists constant
for any pair ag, aC
77 E A(77, ),

we have
JPj(a,7

(h) Pj(ag >

- Pi(a'77 )I

for a7 E Pi n A(,q,)

(iii) For each a,,C E A

C such that

L,&,g - a'77C

and Pi(a,76 =

for aC E

Pi a,7C = .

Lemma 21 Let A C A such that for arbitrary q,

DOE, the set A(,q, ) is compact in

T. Then there exists a Lipschitzian partition of unity subordinated to any finite subcovering of
an open covering for the set A q, ).
Proof: Let Qij, i = 1 2 ... m be a finite open subcovering of an open covering

QjjiE

A (q, ) in the field of complex numbers. First, by Lemma 21 in Smirnov 2002) for Q

of

T, the

map q : 0 --- R+ defined by (x = d(x, Q) satisfies for xj, X2 E
I&I - q(X2)1

X - X21-

For i = 1, 2. - -m, define the functions qi : A(,q, ) ---i, R

by

q (a,7C = d(a,,C, A (,q, ) \Qi)
and functions Pi A(,q,

R

by
Pi (a,7C)

For at least one j cz f 1 2 ... ml, ag E

qi (a770
Ej' I qj (a,,C)

(2.1)

j. Therefore E j (a,7C > .
j=1

Consequently, 2.1) is well defined.
Moreover, for each a,7 E A q,
a,, E Pi n (A (q, )),

and Pi aq

P(a,7
=

= I and Pi ag >

for aC E A

for

\Qi.

Next we show that each function Pi is Lipschitzian on A77,
Since the set A(,q, ) is compact, there exist numbers M,,C, m
M
M17 < E qj (a,,
j=1
5

< M,7C

>

such that

for any element

a

For any pair a,

E

a

A

n, O

E A77, ),

we have

Pi (a,7

- Pi(a'77

jqj( a,') E 3= I j(a.
ET
3=

- qj(a,7) Ej'j, j(a'

j (a,,) ET
j (a',)
3=
77

lqi(a' ) Ejj, j(ag - qj(ag) Ej=j
<

TK

<

q (a'77C) j (a,

2
'7

?K

- q (ag)qj (a,76)

j=I

+

Iq (ag)qj (a,,C - q (ag)qj (a,',C)

<

I
M2

'rn

qj (a,,C Iag - a77 I

q (ag) T

77

(I

j (a' I

M2

ag -a'

?7C

j=I

m)MC
Mnc

a,,

- a'
77C

where we have used the inequality
qj (a'77

qj (anc I

Ia' C - ag

satisfied by each function qi(.), i = 1 2 ... m on A (,q,
Thus Pi(-) is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant

C

(1 + M)M7C.
M2
TK

Next, we present a proposition which we shall frequently use in the proof of our selection
theorem. We obtained the result by adapting its classical analogue presented in Cellina and
Ornelas 1992) to the present noncommutative quantum setting.
Proposition 22. Let V, V1,

V, be stochastic processes in LI
10_(,)

points q,

E DOE, let

j(a,,C)} be a partition of the interval I = 0,

and for any pair of

] into a finite number

of subintervals with endpoints depending continuously on the point a,C = < q, a > a E A.
Consider the map
W :a

- aC +

t M
E XIj (a,,) (,S < q, Vj (s) > ds.
Jo =0

Then there exists a map R 77 (t) lying in LI10C [, TI) such that for every
such that ag - a',77 < a implies that
dW(a,,C)(t -d W(a' )(t)l
dt
wt77C
for some set E C I with measure y(E) <,E.

6

R,7C(t)XE(t),

> 0, there exists

>

Proof: First, we assume the hypothesis of Lemma 21. By the conclusion of the lemma, there
exists a Lipschitzian partition of unity Pj(-) subordinated to a finite open subcovering of A(,q,
Let

>

be given. Define for each a.6 in A77' 0,
to(a.)=O,

tj(ag)=tj-j(ag)+TPj(a,,),

Then for each j, tj is continuous on A(,q, ).
For any pair a,

a

1<j<m.

This can be shown as follows:

E A77,) we have

jtj (a,7C) - tj (a'77
:5jtj-j(a,,)-tj-j(a' 77C ITlPj(a,7C)-Pj(a
)I
?7C
<Itj-,(a,,C)-tj-,(a'77C)j+TL,7Cja,7C-a'77 1,
since each Pj(-) is Lipschitzian.
At the jth iteration, we have
Itj (a,,C) - t (a'77C
)I
Putting Jj

then whenever la,. - a', I

jTL,7 Ia

Jj, we have

tj (a,,C) - tj (a'77

Now we define the intervals Ij (ag = tj -I a,7),
I = 0, T]

U Ij (a,,C)
j=0

d
d
- W (a,,) (t W (a'
dt
dt
77
M
E Xrj(ac) Ali (a',) ) () 11vi (t)
j=0

e.

tj (ag)) for j = , 1, - -m. Thus

We observe that for any two points a.6, a'77 E A(q,

:5

- a"77

we have the following estimate

11'7

71

M

T- XIj (a,,g)Alj (a' ' () N M
j=0
7)
where R, (t)

(2.2)

maxj Vj (t) I1,7, for each t E [0, T] and

ii(a7,)AIj(a') n
[-Tj (ag n (j (a,7) \Ij (a'

[j

(a' ) \-Tj (a,)) n Ij (a'

7

We remark that the family of sets f1j(ag)A1j(a'C)J are pairwise disjoint. Putting
'i

7n

(a,,C) A1j (a' ?7 ),then from

2.2),

j=o

d W(a,7)(t
dt

-

d W (a'
dt
77

I

XE (t) RnC (t)

where by the properties of characteristic functions (see for example, Halmos

XE (t

Since the set A

7, )

is compact in 0,

= F- X.Tj (,,)
j=1

Arj (at
n

then the family of functions f tj } is a uniformly equicon-

tinuous family of real valued functions. Thus for every
every ag,

a'

E A

7, )

1988)),

>

there exists

>

such that for

satisfying
la,

- a

<

then
Jtj(a-,6) - tj(a'
770 <2(-m + 1)'
Hence,
p(1j(a,)A1j(a'6))

< 21tj(ag) - tj(a,,,)J
M

+

1

Consequently,
jz(E)

p (

(a,,)

Llj

(a' )

<

.

j=o

3.

MAIN RESULTS

We present in this section, our main results. In what follows, for points ak E A,
and 'T'k E S(T) (ak), we set a6,k =<,q, a,

> and (Dq,k(-)

=<q,

(Dk(-)

k

0, 1 2

>-

Our method of proof for the main results below, is an adaptation of the arguments employed
in Cellina and Ornelas

1992) concerning similar results for classical differential inclusions. In

addition, we employ successive approximations similar to what we have in Ekhaguere

1992) for

proving the existence of solutions of quantum stochastic differential inclusion (1.1).

Theorem 31
Assume that the map (t, x) -

P (t, x)

satisfies conditions S

Let (Do E S(T) (ao) for a fixed point ao E A.
wac(A)

a selection from S M (a)

q, )

S(iv)

Then there exists a continuous map W : A77,
such that

W(a-q,o

Proof.

-

=

Since 4o E S(T) (ao), then 4o E Ad(.A),wac.

8

D,o.

By the properties of the solution established

in Ekhaguere 1992), there exists a stochastic process
for almost all t E [0, T],

and for arbitrary q,

: [0, Tj

lying in L'

t
-I)O(t = ao + fo Vo(s)ds

such that

(3.1)

E DOE, we have
d
ds

<'R'VOW >

> E P(s,4)o(s))(?7,),

8 E [0,T].

Now for arbitrary element a E A, set
Y

A

wac(,)

to be
Y(a) (t) = a+

Vo(s)ds.

Associated with the map Y, we set the map
W A
to be
W (a.) (t)

wac(.A)
t
a,7 + fo < q, Vo (s) > ds-

We remark that the map W is well defined and continuous on A 7,

and that

d W (a,7) (t) = < q, Vo (t) >
dt

Furthermore,
d

d W (a,,) (t), P (t, Y (a) (t)) (7,
dt

d

Since the map t

<

d < R,-,D, (t)
P (t, Y (a) (t))
dt
p(P(tY(ao)(t))(,q,), P(tY(a)(t))(,q,))

<

KP7 (t) Y (ao) (t - Y (a) (t)

=

KC (t) ao - a 11,6.

P(t, Y(a) (t)) (q, ) is measurable with closed values in the complex field, then

by Theorem 2 Chapter 1, section 14 in the book of Aubin and Cellina 1984) (see also Ekhaguere
(I 992)), we can choose Uo (a) (t)

to be a measurable selection from P(t, Y(a) (t)) (q, ) such

that
d
- W (a,7) (t - Uo (a) (t) (q,
dt
d ( d W(a,,)(t), P(tY(a)(t))(,q,))
dt
< KP (t) IIao - a 11,g.
9

(3.2)

As the map (,q, ) - Uo (a) (t) (77, ) is a sesquilinear form on DOE for almost all t E [0, Tj and
by the adaptedness of Y(a), there exists an adapted stochastic process Uo(a) : [0,T]

such

that
< q, Uo (a) (t) > = Uo (a) (t)
By equation 3.2), the process UO (a) lies in LIlo
the fact that from 3.2), we have

for any a E A. This assertion follows from

Vo (t) - Uo (a) (t) 11,7 < KP
(t) IIao - a jj,,
77
where Vo E LC(A)Next we fix some positve real number

and define for any

a,, E A(q, ),
J(a,7C)=rninf2-30'

ja,76-a,7,oj } a
2

aqCo

and
J(ago = 230.
Next, we define the open balls
B(a,76, J(a,,6))=fxEoT/jx-a,,6j<Jj.
Then the family of open sets f B(a,,C,

(a,7)),

By the compactness of A (q, ) let B (a,,j,

a.6 E A(,q, )j
(a,,j)),

covers the set A(,q,

j = 0, 1, 2 ... m be a finite open subcover-

ing. We notice that the point a,7,o belongs only to the set B(a,7Co,
Let Pj (), j =

(a,7,O)).

, 1, 2. -rn be a Lipschitzian partition of unity subordinate to the covering.

We define the following intervals:
.To(ag) = 0, TPo(a,7)]
and for j > ,
lj(a,7C) = [T(Po(a,7) +

+

Next we set

t
fo 1: Xrj(.,,)(s)Uo(aj)(s)ds
j=0

Y(a)(t = a
and

t

WI (a,76) (t = aC +
By Proposition 2

j-i(aq)), T(PO(a,7C) + - - -Pj(ag))].

(3.3)

rn

E Xjj .,,) (s < 7, Uo (aj) (s) > ds
fo j=0

, the map W : A(,q, ) --+ wac(.4) (7, )

belongs only to the set B(anol *7,O))'
10

(3.4)

is continuous. Moreover, since a7K,0

PO (ago =

and therefore we have 1(an,O

= 0, TI.

Since Xj

Uo (aj) (s = 0, j 5 0, we have from 3.3) and 3.4),
Y (ao) (t = ao +Uo(ao)(s)ds

and

t
WI (ago)(t = ago +Jo

< q, Uo(ao)(s) > ds.

But by 3.2),
- W (ago) (t) - < , Uo (ao) (t) >0
dt
That is
< q, (Vo (t - Uo (ao) (t))
holds for arbitrary 7

>0

E DOE.

Hence,
Vo (t = Uo (ao) (t), t c [0, TI.
Therefore by 3.1)
Yj (ao) (t)

Do (t)

and
Wj(ago)(t)

4),go(t)

(3.5)

Next we have by 32)
d
d
I-WI(a.6)(s W(ag)(s)Ids
fo ds
ds
M
d
<
E XIj .,,) (s I< n, Uo(aj)(s) > -- W(ag)(s)jds
I j=o
ds
<

t
0E
XIj(aC)K,'7(S)jjao - ajIlgds < RqMqC(t)
j=o

(3.6)

where
M'7

and

M
E
j=o

Kp(s) ds

=

M
rj (a,,)

= Xr (S =IU

Ij (ag)

[0, T]

j=o

Let t c- [0, T] be fixed and let j C-f 0, 1 2 ... ml be such that t E Ij a'g). Then by the definition
of WI (ag)(t),
d ( dW(a,,)(t), P(tY(a)(t))(,q))
dt
d(<77,UO(aj)(t)>, P(tY(a)(t))(,q,))
<

p(P(tY(aj)(t))(q,),

P(tY(a)(t))(,q,))
11

< Kt)jjY(aj)(t)-Y(a)(t)II,,
TK
K.P(t)llaj-all,7=K,,P(t)la,76,j-a,7I
< 2-30KPIC

(3.7)

We remark here that inequality 3.7) holds since ag E B(a,,j,
and la,, - a,j I <

(a,7Cj)

(a,7j))

for some

<

m

230.

The estimate holds on the whole interval [0, Tj since it is independent of j.
Similarly, we have for t E Ij(ag),

d( dW,(a,,)(t), P(tY(a)(t))(,q,))
dt
<

d (d W, (a,) (t), P (t, Y (a) (t)) (,R,
dt
+p(P(tY(a)(t))(q,6), P(tY(a)(t))(,q,))

•

KP7(t)2-30 + KPg(t)IjY(a)(t - Y(a)(t)11,7

•

Knp(t) 230 + D'7M7(t)]

(3.8)

Inequality 3.8) follows from the following estimates:

IIY (a) (t - Y (a) (t) I1,9 = IW (ag)(t - W1 (ag)
ft
<

(t)

d W(aC)(s)- <q,Uo(aj)(s)6 > Ids
K,(s) IIao - aj 11,7< DgMg (t)

by 3.2)
In general, we claim that for n =
and Wn : A(,q,
a.

E A(,q, ),

-

2we

can define sequences of maps:

wac(.A)(77,6) such that Wn is continuous on A77,

Yn(a) lies in L' J), Y(ao = b ad W,(aT7,O)

Moreover,
d
d
I- W. (ae)(s -W.-j(a,,0(s)jds
fo ds
TS

W

< D,8
(ii) d
(iii)

MZ W
-n-1
-2
+ 02
2
n!
I

n (2M,,, (t))'

dW,,(aq)(t),P(tYn-l(a)(t))(,q,)
dt

02-'n-2KP7(t)

d
W,, ag) (t), P (t, Yn (a) (t)) (7,
Ot
M'n
< DnKn6(t)
? t) + 02-n-IKpn(2M7
n!
WO F
i=O
d

12

(t))'
i

-

"NCO-

Awac(.A)

and for each a E A,

(iv) There exists maps Rgn : [0, T] exists

>

such that la'?7 -

a

d
-W.,,
dt

I

<

ff?+ lying in LIlo, [O, T]) such that for every E > 0, there
implies that

(a?,0 (t)

d
_W.(a')(t)l
dt
77

for some subset E of [0, Tj with measure u(E <

.

Our claim (i - (iv) above holds for the case n =

from the definition of the maps Y and

W, and by applying Proposition 2.1). Assume that the claim holds for n -

, we show that it

holds for n as follows:

Choose Uni(a)(t)(,q,

E P(t, YI(a)(t))(,q, ) such that
d W._&7,) (t - U-

(a) (t) (q,

T
d

d Wn_,(a,,)(t), P(tYni(a)(t))(,q,6)

T

< D7Knp(t)
(n As (q,

)!

+ 02-nKC(t) n1 (2M,7C (t))4
1:
v
i=O

(3.9)

Un- I (a) (t) (,q, ) is a sesquilinear form and Yn- 1(a) is adapted, then there exists

an adapted process Un-, (a) : [0, T] -- A such that
Un-

(a) (t)(77, ) =<,q,(U.-i (a)(t))

By inequality 3.9) and the assumption that YnLiC(A) for each a

>

(a) lies in L

then the process Un- (a)

A.

By (iv) of the recursive hypothesis, there exists J

>

such that la'7K- al

d
d
Idt Wn-I(a,'C)(t - TtWn_i(a,7)(t)l

< Jn implies

Rn,n-l(t)XEW

for some E C [0, T] satisfying
fE 1?q6,,_I(t)dt < 02`
Next we define for any a E A, a,7 E

3.

(3.10)

A7?, 0

J,(ag)=minfJn,

02--

ag - a7,o
2

-3

1,

ag

4 a7,o

and
Jn(an,o

= minjJn,

We cover the set A(,q, ) with the balls B(a,7,
B (a` j, J. (an j,
77

TK

02`

Jn(an))

31 and let

j == 0, 1 2 ... m., be a finite subcover, where we have put a' C)
?K

remark that by the inequality
1

laq,o - a' j I >
?K

13

2

Iago - a' j
77

an,O

We

the point a7,O belongs only to the ball B(a,7,o, J (an,o)).

Let

1pn(.)}jIn

j

j=0

be a continuous

partition of unity subordinate to this covering and define the following intervals:
-Ton(a?,6 = 0,TPO'(a,76)j
and for j >

,
jj

a,,

Define the maps

[T (pn
,

a'.0 +

+ Pn 1(a,,)),

T (Po (a,7

-

Pjn (a,,6))]

Wn as follows:
t Mn
Yn(a)(t

E xlj(.,,) (s)U,,-j(ajn)(s)ds
j=0
tM

= a

(3.11)

Jo

W, (a,7) (t = a, +

E x,17 .,,) (s < 7, U. I ajn) (s) > ds
0 =0

(3.12)

Since Y-,(ao = bo and by the properties of the process Un-j(a) and the fact that ln(an6,,)
[0, T], we have
Y. (ao) =,Io
and by Proposition
and W(a,?,O)

2.1), the map Wn : A(q,)

--+ wac(,A)(,q,)

given by 3.12) is continuous

(b,76,o. Furthermore, we have the following estimates:

Id Wn (aq) (s - d Wn-j(a??0(s)jds
fo ds
ds
< f
(s) < Un_ I ajn) (s) > _ dWn-j(a,7)(,s)jds
ds
<

f

x1j (.,, (s) < q, Un-I (a-) s)

fl0

Xjj (.")

d
ds Wn-,(a ?7 j) (s Ids

>

(s)d ds Wn-I(a n
77C
'j) (s)

-Wn-j(a,7)(s)jds
ds

KP
<

f0

Xln

(S)

D?7 KP7 (t)

n

I

t
+0

+ 02'

M;

()

n!

+ 02---

1

n

(2M (t)'

j(a,,).

Then by

-n-3

•

3.11) and

Next we fix t E [0, Tj and let

3.12),

dWn(a,,)(t), P(tYn-j(a)(t))(,q,6)

d(<,qU.-j(ajn)(t)>,
•

E i!
i=O

02

Hence, item (i) of the recursive hypothesis holds for all n.

d(

n-I (2M,7 (t))'

Rn,.-I(s)xE(s)ds

D'7

such that t E

7 (t)

P(tY.-j(a)(t))(,q,))

(P(tYn-l(ajn)(t)(,q,),P(tY-l(a)(t)(71,))
K,7(t)IIY.-I(ajn)(t)-Y-l(a)(t)11,7-

14

(3.13)

be

By applying 3.10), we have
jjY.-j(aj)(t - Y.-j(a)(t)jjg
< Ian7j - a7 +

I d W.- (a' ) (s -d Wn-i(a7l)(s)Ids
fo ds
776
ds

< 02 -n-3 + 02 -n-3 = 02 -n-2

(3.14)

Combining inequalities 3.13) and 3.14), we have
d ( d Wn(a,,)(t), P(tY-j(a)(t))(77,)

<02 -n-2 Kn6 (t).

T

The estimate is independent of j and so it holds on the whole interval [0, T]. This proves item
(ii) of our claim. To establish item (iii) we proceed as follows:
d ( dt
d W. (a,6) (t), P (t, YT (a)(t)) (q,
< d ( dW.(a,)(t),
dt

P(tY.-j(a)(t))(,q,)

+p(P(tYn-j(a)(t))(,q,6), P(tY.(a)(t))(,q,6))
< 02 -n-2 Kpg(t) + KP7(t)JJY.-I(a)(t
< 02 -n-2 KP? (t) + KP7 (t)
< Kg (t)

2 -n-2 +

< D7KP76 W

-n-1

Kq
P

+ 02

n
(t)

(obtained by applying the inequality

d W. aC (s) ds
ds
(2M (t))

+ 02""

n!

Mn
7 (t)

n!

d W.-I(a,,c)(S)
fo ds

M,-7 ()

D?7

- Yn(a)(t)11,7

77

Rom item (i),
IY.(a

by (i) and (ii)

02 -n-2

02-n-3 < 02 -n-1).

2. 1) to the map W,,

Item (iv)
A(,q,

of the claim is established by the
wac(A) (7,

we have

- Y.-I(a)j,,

IIYn (a)

0

- Yn- I (a)

0)

+
fo

jWn(an)(O
< D7

02---3

(2Mg (t))'

E
i=O ii +

The last estimate proves item (iii) of our claim.
application of Proposition

+

- Wn-l(a

TO (0

I

I d < 77, Yn (a) (t)
dt
fo

Id Wn (a,)
ds

M,7' (T) + 02 -n-le 2MC(T)

(s

> - d
dt
-

<

7, Y-I

(a)(t)

> Idt

d Wn-l(ag)(s)Ids
ds

(3.15)

n!
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It follows by 3.15) that the sequence jY,,(a)j is uniformly Cauchy in wac(.A) and thus converges
uniformly to a map -1 A --+ wac(.A). Again,
lim W(a,,)(t

n-oo

= lim <
noa

Y(a)(t)

>=< q,,D(a)(t) >

The map aC ---).< q,,I (a) (t) > is continuous since the map
a. - Wn(a,7)

is continuous for each n.

As the stochastic process D(a) is the limit of a sequence of adapted weakly absolutely continuous
processes in L'
Ad(A),,,,,c

n Llo,,,(A)

(b(a) lies in
and 4 (ao) = Do.

By (iii) of the recursive formula,
d ( d < o, -lb (a)
dt

P(t,,D (a) (t)) (7,

0.

Therefore
(D(a)ES(T)(a), <-q,-I(a)(-)>E

S(T)(a)(,q,),

<q,4)(ao)()

The following corollaries show that the set map S(T (a) q, )
R(T

(a) (q, )

associated with the reachable set of

>=,bOCo.

and the set of complex numbers

SDI (1. 1) at the final time T admit some

continuous parametrizations.
Corollary 32.
There exists a subspace

of the space of all continuous maps from A(q, O into wac(.A (7,

and a continuous function
g : A77,

x

--->wac(.A) (7,

such that for any a E A, aC E A(q, ),
g (a,7C, U = S(T (a) q,
Proof. We remark first that the space wac(.A) (7, ) is a subspace of the space AC[O, ] of all
absolutely continuous complex valued functions on [0, T], a separable Banach space with the
usual sup norm.
We put X to be the set of continuous maps from the compact set A 7, ) into wac(.A) (q, ) and
define the subspace U of X by
=

W : A7, ) --+ wac(,)(q, )IW

is continuous and

the set of all continuous selections from the map a

_ S(T (a) q,

Define the map g by
g(a,7, W = W(a,)16

W(a,,

E S(T)(a)(77,

Then by the continuity of each W E U, g is continuous and by Theorem 31 above,
g (ag, U = S(T (a) q,
Corollary 33.
There exists a subset

of the space of all continuous maps from A(-q, ) into wac(.A) (?7, ) and

a continuous function
h : A(,q,
such that for any a

x U --+0

A, ag c Aq, 0
h (ag, U = R(T (a)

Proof

Adopting the notation employed in the proof of Corollary 32, we define the map

h (ag, W = W (ag)(T).
Since W(a,70 C S(T)(a)(q,),

W(ag) is of the form W(ag) =<

> for some

E

S T (a), we have
W(ag)(T)=<,qW(T)>

E R(T)(a)(,q,).

By Theorem 31, we have
h (a,76, U = R(T (a) (,q,
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